
SURFSIGHT  AI -12
VIDEO TELEMATICS

A STEP FORWARD FOR FLEET SAFETY

▪ FUTURE PROOF
Grows with your fleet needs, no need to swap hardware to get additional features

▪ SIMPLIFIED INSTALLATION
Surfsight AI-12 is designed to allow a simple quick 10 mins in-cab installation

▪ LIVE VIDEO AND DISTRACTED DRIVING DETECTION
Capture the road and cabin simultaneously, with improved facial recognition
technology that works during the day or night, to detect and alert distracted and
dangerous driving events

▪ SUPPORT
Dedicated personal support and
training by our experienced team
guarantee that we'll always have your
back

▪ BUILT-IN 4G WIFI HOTSPOT
Easily connect all your devices

surfsight.net | info@surfsight.com

▪ SCALES UP
Add up to 4 Auxiliary Cameras (6 total) wired or connected via WiFi via the built-in
hotspot



Surfsight AI-12 front view

Seamless integration and simple setup

✓ Surfsight’s open API platform integrates directly with 
fleet management systems supporting easy access and 
data sharing.

✓ Installation and setup can be completed with ease, 
saving time and offering same-day protection for your 
drivers and vehicles.

Touch screen to assist
in installation, view cameras
and provide drivers coaching

720P HD adjustable wide 
angle color and IR cabin 
facing, cameras for 
assisting distracted drivers

Rotating and locking to
set camera positions

Built-in speaker for

alerts and coaching

Fast and simple installation
with locking bracket

High resistance to
heat and cold

SOS button

1080P HD adjustable 140° wide 
angle road-facing camera

PTCRB certified 
3G/4G connectivity

Sensors detecting
driving conditions

Built in GPS

Tamper resistant SIM and
128 GB SD card slot, secured
with safety screws

Battery for 
parking mode

Build in WiFi hotspot can provide

access to other iOT devices

and additional 4 cameras 

Build for all vehicle types
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Surfsight integration combines live video with telematics data 
into one user interface, providing a single source for your 
fleet management needs. 

www.rmjtech.com
(877) 273-0333

Surfsight AI-12 in cabin view

http://www.rmjtech.com/



